THE medical literature of the ancient Greeks is bulky enough to be put beside the complete extant works of Plato and Aristotle, but its public among classical scholars is now small, while among medical men only those study it who take a special interest in the history of their profession. A hundred years ago this was not so, for then the Hippocratic and similar writings had only just become obsolete as medical handbooks after centuries of use. Some modern doctors who have never looked at them may still find in them much interest and entertainment, and a considerable amount of good sense. To remind these of Hippocratic practice and treatment of patients is the purpose of the present article, which does not pretend to cover more than the Corpus Hippocraticutm, the varied collection of medical books written during the fifth and fourth centuries B.C., and later attributed in bulk to Hippocrates.
was indeed a professional spirit among the best practitioners, but this was an ethical attitude without external sanctions. It was part of the teaching of the medical schools and of the guilds, particularly the Asclepiadae of Cos to which Hippocrates himself belonged. The career of a doctor generally began in one of these schools and he would usually belong to one of the guilds, but practice was equally open to others, including quacks, charlatans, drug-sellers, gymnastic trainers, and even magicians. Against these the reputable doctor had to maintain himself by personal qualities and skill in debate no less than by the mere results of medical competence.
Training was naturally not an affair of well defined stages such as medical examinations now require. Medical schools with distinctive doctrines, which appear in some of the extant books, existed at Cyrene, at Cnidos, on the islands of Cos and Rhodes, and in Southern Italy and Sicily. But almost nothing is known of their management and routine, and no certificates or diplomas were granted by them enabling a man to practice. Instruction was badly hampered by the religious ban on dissection of the human body, which prevented accurate anatomy of the deeper parts; this was removed only in the third century B.C. at Alexandria, where even vivisection was sometimes allowed; and such freedom continued there until the time of Galen in the second century A.D. It was once held that early medicine owed much to a kind of hospital training carried out in the temple of Asclepius on Cos, where many invalids spent periods under cure by 172
visions and faith healing. But this idea has since been abandoned, for it is now known that the temple was not built until the middle of the fourth century, when Hippocrates was dead and scientific medicine well established. Nor is there any reference to temple medicine in Hippocratic books. Medicine was learnt mainly by practical apprenticeship. Theoretical instruction by lecture or book existed, but was not highly esteemed except as an aid to experience. It was usual to pay a fee to an established practitioner for his training, just as young men who needed the art of argument for law or politics paid a fee to a sophist. This is clear from Plato's Protagoras (311B) and Meno (90B); in the Hippocratic Oath a fee is presupposed as usual, and also apparently a covenant or contract of apprenticeship. The course included precepts, oral instruction, and lastly, "all other instruction," by which practical training under the teacher is probably meant. The Corputs also contains manuals of ethics and manners called Precepts and Decorum, and several other books which are obviously technical lectures.
Practical training is thus outlined in Decorum. "Let there be one of your pupils in charge of the patient to carry out your instructions without unpleasantness and administer the treatment. Choose out of one of those who have already been admitted to the secrets of the art to add anything necessary and apply remedies with safety. He must also see that nothing escapes you between visits. Never put a layman in charge of anything, otherwise any mischance will bring down blame on you." This passage not only shows how advanced training was completed, but makes clear the ancient arrangements for skilled nursing in cases where the family alone was not adequate. Surgical training and also nursing and attendance are indicated in the little book In the Surgery: "Let those who look after the patient present the part for the operation as you want it, and hold fast the rest of the body, so as to keep all steady, observing silence and obeying their superiors." The presence of these advanced students is also assumed in T'he Doctor; they must practice using instruments which cannot be handled by the inexpert. At the end of this book there is a note on military surgery, in which anyone intending to learn how to extract the heads of missiles from wounds is advised to take service as a medical officer with mercenaries. Any false pretence of knowledge will soon be exposed, for it is essential to recognise the signs of weapons still in the body. The trained surgeon will never leave a wounded man without knowing whether the right operation has been done.
Law lays down that anyone who means to learn medicine properly must enjoy natural ability, teaching, a suitable place, diligence, and time. The considered opinions of his teachers must fall on him in childhood like seeds on ploughland; the place of instruction is like nourishment for the plant from the surrounding air; diligence is the working of the soil; time strengthens these and perfects their nature. Precepts deplores the faults of the late learner. He can do nothing that is to hand and his recollection of things not to hand is only tolerable; he is full of quarrelsome inefficiency, headstrong outrage, and neglect of what is seemly; from him, when he is in charge, come definitions, professions, and oaths greatonly in virtue of the gods invoked. Bewildered laymen are lost in admiration and crowd to see him even before they are ill.
After their apprenticeship the majority of doctors spent a period of time in itinerant practice. Law., for instance, requires that a man shall attain a real knowledge of medicine before he travels from city to city. Airs Waters Places in its first half is written as a guide for itinerant practitioners in foreseeing the effects of local weather and drinking waters. Epid'emics surveys the results of such practice on the northern coasts of the Aegean in many case-histories and in periodical generalisations. A successful doctor could then establish a permanent practice in one place, and gain as his highest reward an appointment paid by the State. Democedes of Croton in South Italy, for instance, held appointments, each more lucrative than the last, at Aegina, Athens, Samos, and the Persian court. Competence was particularly necessary in Persia, where his Egyptian predecessors, having failed to cure the sprained ankle of King Darius, were rescued only by his entreaty from impalement. (Herodotus III, (125) (126) (127) (128) (129) (130) (131) (132) (133) (134) (135) (136) (137) .
The manners and behaviour proper to an established doctor are indicated in several books. The Doctor requires that he shall look healthy and as plump as nature intended him to be, for the vulgar reckon that those who are not will never take good care of others. In person 'he must be clean, well-dressed, and anointed with sweet-smelling unguents, but not so as to arouse suspicion. He must be discreetly silent and most regular in his life, for this will do his reputation much good. He must be' grave and kind to all, and never forward or obtrusive, for these traits are despised, however useful. He must be of serious but not harsh countenance, for' harshness is taken to mean arrogance and unkind. ness. If on the other ha'nd he abandons himself to laughter or is too merry he will appear vulgar. He mu-st be' scrupulously fair, and use self-control when he meets women and maidens' and poss'essions very precious indeed. The same requirement is found in the Oath, where the learner swears not to abuse the bodies of man or woman, bond or free.
Similarly, in Decorum, the doctor is required to be of a ready wit, for dourness is repulsive to healthy and sick alike. He must not expose too much of his person, or gossip to laymen, which may bring resistance to his treatment. On entering the sick-room he must bear in mind his manner of sitting, the arrangement of his dress, decisive and brief utterance, composure, bedside manner, care, replies to objections, calmness in trouble, rebuke of disturbance, and readiness for service. He will make frequent visits and careful examinations, and be ready to meet unexpected phases of the illness. He will also keep watch on the faults of his patients, which will make them often lie about the taking of things prescribed. For, through not taking disagreeable drinks in purging or other treatments, they have died before now. Their doings never result in a confession, but the blame is put on the doctor.
Decorum also has careful instructions on the sick-bed with regard both to the season and to the kind of illness, Some patients are put in breezy spots,others into covered places underground. Noises and smells, particularly the smell of wine, are bad; such things must be avoided or changed. Everything must be done quietly and adroitly and concealed from the patient during treatment. Necessary orders must be given cheerfully and serenely, and the patient's attention must be diverted from what is being done to him. Sometimes he must be reproved sharply and emphatically, and sometimes comforted with solicitude and attention, though nothing must be revealed of his future or present condition. For many patients, hearing this, have taken a turn for the worse. Precepts has some sensible suggestions on the psychological handling of patients. The sick man must be persuaded not to worry about his condition, and to leave everything to the doctor. Under orders he will not go astray, but left to himself he will sink through his painful condition, give up the struggle, and depart this life. Long-standing desires of the patient should not be too long repressed, apparently because valuable strength is spent in this repression. In chronic disease a modicum of indulgence may set a man on his feet again. An interesting point is the advice about fees. The doctor should not begin by discussing these; otherwise he will give the impression that he will either go away and leave the patient if no agreement is reached or will neglect him and prescribe no immediate treatment. Such worry is harmful to a troubled patient; the doctor should rather reproach one whom he has saved than extort money from those at death's door. Therefore the patient's means must be considered carefully and sometimes service must be given for nothing. If there is a chance of serving a stranger in financial need, full assistance should be given. For where there is love of man there is also love of the art. Some patients even recover simply from contentment at the goodness of the physician.
Precepts further urges the doctor not to hesitate, when he finds himself in difficulties through inexperience, to call in others in order to learn the truth by consulting them and enjoy the abundant help of fellow professionals. Physicians in consultation must never quarrel or jeer at one another; jealousy is a sign of weakness.
Prognostic recommends the physician to practise forecasting, for if he discovers unaided in the presence of patients the present, the past, and the future, and fills in the gaps in the account given by the sick, he will be the more believed to understand the cases and will gain more patients. He will at any rate be blameless if he declares beforehand who will die and who recover. In Art the practice of not treating the incurably sick is defended with the assertion that only a madman would demand of any handicraft what is beyond its technical means.
Practical directions for the consulting-room or surgery are given in The Doctor. It must be in a suitable place, which no wind reaches nor excessive glare from the sun. For a bright light, which is no inconvenience to the doctor, is very different for the patient. In particular, no light must cause or aggravate an affliction of the eyes. The chairs for doctor and patient must be of the same height. Bronze must not be used for anything but instruments. Pure and 175 drinkable water must be kept ready for those under treatment; wiping cloths must be clean and soft; there must be linen for the eyes and sponges for wounds. Bandages, medicaments, lint round wounds, and plasters must be exactly suited; washing and cleaning must be quick. Elegant and spectacular bandaging must be avoided; it is useless and miserable and the mark of a charlatan; the patient looks not for adornment but benefit. Surgical knives, cupping-glasses, the ligaturing of veins, and instruments in general are mentioned, wh?ch must not be touched by the unskilled. Oddly enough, forceps for extracting teeth and taking hold of the uvula are excepted as fit tools for anyone who comes along. Decorum advices practise in palpating, anointing, and washing, in moving the hands, in administering lint, compresses, bandages, ventilation, and purges, in treating wounds and eye-trouble, and the previous preparation of instruments, appliances, knives, and so forth. There should also be a second physician's case ready, of simple make, that can be carried on a journey by hand; this should be methodically arranged. In the Surgery contains directions for the operator's stance with the weight resting on the foot opposite to the working hand; also for lighting, natural and artificial. The patient must do all that he can to assist the surgeon by correct posture. The surgeon must practise all operations with each hand and with both together to achieve skill and painlessness; his nails must be level with his finger-tips and neither longer nor shorter. Instruments must be neither in the way of the operator nor out of reach, but near the part under operation; if an assistant gives them, he should be ready a little beforehand and act when the surgeon bids him. Water is important, and its temperature must be tested by pouring over the hand.
The main work of surgeons in that age was the setting of broken bones and the reduction of dislocated joints, described respectively in Fractures and Joints. Surgery of the soft and deep parts is hardly mentioned except in the obstetrical books, and very little is said of amputation. Trepanning, however, was well known, as to earlier peoples and even to savages.
Fractures begins with directions for treating a broken forearm. Various positions for presenting the limb are condemned; for instan'ce, putting it up with the elbow extended as an archer's arm is when he holds a bow, which some consider to be truly "according to nature." In this position much pain would be inflicted, additional to that of the injury, and if the elbow were afterwards bent, neither the bones, tendons, nor flesh would keep their position, but would rearrange themselves in spite of the dressings. To extend the arm in supination is also wrong; this was suggested by a practitioner who thought this the natural position, because the prominence of the wrist on the same side as the little finger appears to be in line with the point of the elbow. But here again the bones and muscles will take another position when the arm is bent, and in any case the prominence of the wrist belongs to the ulna, while the point of the elbow is the head of the humerus. If the forearm is supinated, the bone is obviously distorted, and so are the sinews on the inner side from the fingers and wrist, which extend to the lower end of the humerus. The proper way to extend the forearm is to 176 turn the bone stretching from the region of the little finger to the elbow so that it lies straight, and so have the sinews from the wrist to the lower humerus in direct line. The arm when slung will then keep its position and give no pain. The cure is easier when the bones of the forearm are not both fractured; if only one is fractured, it is easier when the radius is injured, even though this is thicker, for the ulna can then be used as a splint. If the ulna is broken, slight extension suffices, but if both are broken, very strong extension is necessary. During extension the parts must be pressed into position with the palms of the hands and the skin anointed, but not enough to make the dressing slip. The patient must have his hand a little higher than his elbows to diminish the flow of blood. The first bandage must be applied with its head on the fracture to give support without much pressure, and then carried upward to hold back the blood; the second must begin again on the fracture and be carried downward with decreasing pressure, and then back again. The patient should feel an increase of pressure at first and on the following day a slight soft swelling should appear. But by the third day the whole bandaging should seem loose, and on the seventh, the bandaged parts should be quite thin and the fractured bones mobile for adjustment.
Splints should now be applied round the limb and contained in ligatures as loose as is consistent with firmness, so that they do not add to the compression. On the third day the whole bandaging should be tightened. The splints should be thicker where the fracture projects, but not much thicker; they must not lie in the line of the thumb, but on one side or the other, nor in the line of the little finger where the wrist projects, or, if they must be so laid, they must be shorter, so as not to touch the wrist and cause ulceration and denuding of tendons. If all goes well the part put up in the splints should be left until the twentieth day. It takes about thirty days altogether for the bone of the forearm to unite, but constitutions and ages differ greatly. This is a simple and familiar example; another is the extension of a broken leg. This is said to be much more difficult, and to require two men to pull, or eveni a fixed post to which the patent's foot is bound while both men pull him by the shoulders and the hollow of the knee. Or leverage may be applied with vertical rods at either end of a plank placed under the bed, which have straps running from them to the knee and thigh of the patient. Windlasses may also be used at either end. So much for the primary extension: maintenance of the bone in this position was achieved by the following neat apparatus. Two circlets of Egyptian leather, "such as are worn by those kept for a long time shackled in the large fetters," were fitted over the leg just below the knee and just above the ankle, and secured at their proper distance apart by springy rods of cornel_ wood. These were longer than that distance, bent convexly, and fixed into leather loops on the outside of the circlets. The rods were longer or shorter according 'to the tension desired, and clearly acted in the same way as the modern rigid frame with plaster of paris. 177
Trepanning is described in Head-Wounds. The various parts of the skull, particularly the bregma, the temples and the sutures are described and their relative thickness and hardness carefully noted. Details are given of the various kinds of fracture, contusion, and wounding caused by ancient weapons, including missiles, such as spears and sling-stones. Perpendicular wounds from heavy missiles falling from a height are the deepest, and will be surrounded by much crushed and pounded tissue if they are made with rounded or blunt weapons. The most serious fractures run through or along the sutures.
Wounds with damage to the bone must be incised, including any undermined region round the edge. But certain parts must not be incised, such as the temple or the region above it traversed by the temporal blood-vessel. If this is done, spasm seizes the patient; incision by the right temple will cause spasm on the left side of the body and vice versa. This is one of several passages in the Corpus where the contralateral action of the hemispheres of the brain is noted.
Denuded bone must be scraped with a raspatory to give a view of the latent fractures. These will be even better exposed if a black solution is dropped on the bone and left for a day, so that, on cleaning, the damaged parts will be found to have absorbed the blacking and will mark themselves out clearly against the whiteness of the rest. In trepanning, the bone must not be removed at once down to the membrane, which may become macerated on exposure, or be wounded by the instrument. The operation should be stopped while there is still a little bone to be sawn through; this will separate of its own accord. The saw should be repeatedly cooled in cold water, for otherwise it is heated by rotation and cauterizes the bone. The saw in this case was a crown-shaped instrument with teeth set in a circle round the bottom; it was turned by a bow and cord. After the operation the wound must be dried up as quickly as possible to avoid suppuration near the membrane and damage to the brain.
Joints includes an account of surgery on displaced vertebrae, which was often of the most violent kind. The author condemns one spectacular method of treating humps due to dislocation and not disease. This was succussion on the ladder. The patient was tied to the middle of a ladder, upside down or right way up according as the hump was lower or higher; the ladder was erected against some high tower or house, on top of which well-trained assistants stood; these lifted the ladder and dropped it again repeatedly to the ground on its end. The ground had to be hard and the assistants able to drop the ladder smoothly, neatly, vertically and simultaneously. A better device was a pulley and block for hoisting the ladder. The intention was evidently to shake out straight the back-bone of the patient fastened to the ladder. The author says that those who use this device wish to make the vulgar gape in wonder at a man suspended and treated in such a way, for they always applaud without troubling themselves over the result. He himself never saw a man cured by it yet.
His own method was no comfortable one. Individual prognosis and not classifying diagnosis was for them the mark of the trained practitoner. This is reflected in the maxim Nouson physies ietroi ("natures are the healers of diseases"); the familiar expression, vis medicatrix naturwe, is put into the plural, so that individual constitutions are declared the healers in all their variety.
Drugs were purges, diuretics, emetics, expectorants, sudorifics, sleepingdraughts and the like, which were intended to draw off, or at least collect locally, morbid humours which were causing the disease. This was also the main purpose of bleeding. There were, in addition, external applications such as plasters, poultices, embrocations and vapour baths. The aim was to keep the patient warm and comfortable and maintain his strength with drinks and slops given at the right intervals. One interesting example of operative treatment was that given according to Diseases (II, 47) for empyema of the lungs. The cavity of the chest was opened by cautery or incision to drain the pus; warm wine and oil were poured in to keep the lung from drying too suddenly, and a tin tube swathed in lint was sometimes left in the incision to complete the drainage of more watery fluid.
There is a very large literature dealing with fevers, acute and chronic, and some masterly descriptions of tuberculosis in Epidemics and elsewhere. The author of Joints knows that tuberculosis at the back of the chest can cause a hump. Regimen in health is treated at length and evidently regarded as equally important with the care of sickness.
On the social standing of doctors and patients we have two interesting passages from Plato's Laws (IV, 720aff., and IX, 857c), which reveal a situation not obvious from the Hippocratic writings. There we find two classes of doctors mentioned, doctors proper, and assistants, who were evidently a kind of slave used as medical orderlies. The latter learnt their art under the direction of their masters by observation and practice and not in the freeborn manner by the study of nature, so that their attitude was not that of genuine doctors. So also among patients there were slaves and freemen. The slaves were usually doctored by these slave assistants, who prescribed autocratically what they thought right without giving any explanation or listening to the patient. Freemen were treated by 179 free doctors who gave nothing without their patient's consent and discussed their ailments scientifically with them. A slave assistant, if he were present at this sort of treatment, would burst out laughing, and say, "You fool, you are not doctoring your patient, but almost educating him, so as to be not a healthy man but his own doctor." This differential treatment is nowhere indicated in the Hippocratic Corpus. In the Epidemics, for instance, the occupation of patients is often given with their case-histories; these mention shoemakers, leather-workers, an officer in charge of the market, a miner, vine-dressers, fullers, stone-cutters a school-teacher, a gramm.aticus, the keeper of a palcestra, a cook, a gardener, a groom, a boxer, a ship's supercargo, a merchant, many wives and children, and also many slaves, mostly domestic. These cases are all carefully investigated and described. The aim of the treatise is purely descriptive, and treatment is hardly mentioned, but no difference whatever appears in the attitude to the various cases. Perhaps the doctors who wrote our treatises were more conscientious than the majority.
In conclusion, a few remarks on the Hippocratic Oath may be of interest. Certain general provisions are well known; lethal drugs are not to be administered to anyone who asks for them, abortion is not to be practised, and the persons and private affairs of all patients, bond or free, are to be respected. But the learner also swears not to practise surgery, but to yield place to practitioners of that art. This undertaking cannot without hypocrisy be an ethical condemnation of those who did certain dirty work when it was necessary. It has been interpreted by Dr THIS iS a collected series of the papers by Nicholson which appeared originally in Guy's Hospital Reports. Nicholson's work, long familiar to pathologists, is well worthy of a larger audience. Few medical men have written more piquantly, or argued so logically from facts. Throughout we have a series of facts personally observed, described in pungent, but scientifically clear, language, with the literature used as it ought to be, "merely as an aid and as a check on hasty conclusions." Included are scholarly discussions on malformations, the hypernephromata, and teratomata, in which certain popular fallacies are exposed. "Knowledge is at all times a description, but never an explanation," and Nicholson is largely content to leave theorizing to others. It is probably impossible to reach the truth about tumours whilst arguing solely from one method of attack, but all serious students of cancer should be familiar with these writings. Such familiarity would do much to give balance to the outlook of the pure experimentalists.
